Computing in the arts, humanities and heritage sectors is becoming more pervasive, and increasingly sophisticated technologies are being developed to capture, explore, and disseminate information regarding artefacts, historical knowledge, and cultural inheritance. Conferences and symposia are central to the complex industry which has built up around using computational techniques to facilitate novel research and increased public access to cultural heritage. These are essential for fostering crossfertilisation of knowledge and expertise between "memory institutions" such as libraries, archives, museums, and archaeological and historic sites; academic disciplines such as history, archaeology, and art history; and practitioners in the computer industry. Often, proceedings of these conferences appear online, or selected papers are published in journals, but rarely is a snapshot of conference papers from across different years and disciplines brought together in a comprehensive publication to give a panorama of the diverse research explored across the "multiplicative relationship: culture x technology" (pg. 2). Possibilities. This allows synergies across projects in different disciplines which use a similar technological approach to become apparent, and demonstrates that the projects featured are not focussed on traditional academic humanities research, but in illuminating and investigating ways in which our understanding of culture and history may be increased.
(There is irony in the fact that a print publication will document this research far longer than a website ever could). However, it may have been useful for the editors to include with each paper the date of first presentation, and venue: we are told in the introduction that the papers have been "updated where possible" yet it is unclear which papers remain in their original state. Omission of this small detail means the conceptual framework regarding which papers were developed first is lost, and some papers now seem dated: perhaps the editors believe that all papers are as computationally relevant today as when they were presented. Likewise, an appendix detailing the venues and dates of the EVA conferences featured in this volume may have provided a useful record for those wishing to track down further research presented in this area.
The book would also have benefited from closer proofreading: some titles of chapters do not match page headings, the language can be clunky in places, and some papers lack conclusions. However, as an overview of significant research into computational developments in the cultural and heritage sectors, the publication provides an interesting and accessible guide to the wide application, and increasing importance, of digital technologies in this domain. It would be a useful exercise for the EVA conference series to continue publishing these volumes in the future: building up
